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• Get a firm grasp of the expectations of
venture capitalists and private equity firms
• Understand valuation and deal making
• Increase your attractiveness for funding

Support for Entrepreneurs today
➢ Be a part of the Yale Africa Start-Up Review (YASR)
➢ An annual publication of Yale School of Management featuring
startups and founders shaping the future of entrepreneurship in
Africa
➢ A channel that shares stories of ingenuity and innovation of the
African StartUp Ecosystem. A sought-after source through which
global stakeholders can discover and engage with African
entreprenuers.
➢ Must be an entrepreneurial venture co-founded or co-led by
Nigerians for the Nigerian market

LEVERAGING PRIVATE EQUITY &
VENTURE CAPITAL TO ACCELERATE
GROWTH

as presented by
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for EKO Innovation Centre

Introduction
Fund is the lifeblood of business and without it the
business dies. If you run out of it and lack access it, the
game is over.

As the founder of a startup, you'll find that raising funds is
a significant part of your efforts and, for better or worse, a
major challenge.
Understanding the basics of raising capital will be critical
to your success.

If you’re clear on what you need to do to get from where
you are to where you want to be, you'll be less likely to
derail while you’re in the thick of it.
Access to Capital is a major Game Changer!

The Financing Landscape

For the purpose of this presentation, we would be looking at just Private Equity and Venture Capital

Investors Categories
Seed/Angels

Seed/Angel

Stage of Business

Founding, startup, pre-revenue

Size of Investment ($)
Type of Investment
Investment Team

Level of Risk

Return Profile
Industry Focus
Investment Screening

Examples

Venture Capital

Private Equity

Early stage, pre-profitability Mid to later stage,
profitable, cash flow
$10,000's to a few million
A few million to tens of
Wide range: a few
millions
million to billions
Equity, SAFE
Equity, convertible debt
Equity with leverage
Entrepreneurs / past founders
Mix of entrepreneurs and Mostly
bankers/finance
bankers/finance
professionals
Extreme risk, high chance of losing all High risk, moderate chance Moderate risk, low
money
of losing all money
chance of losing all
money
>100x return targets
>10x return targets
>15% IRR
Varies firm to firm
Varies firm to firm
Varies firm to firm
Founders, TAM, market share potential, Founders, market share
EBITDA, cash flow,
virality, # users, etc.
potential, revenue,
IRR, financial
margins, growth rate
engineering
Paul Buchheit / Y Combinator,
Andreessen Horowitz,
KKR, Carlyle Group,
AngelList, Techstars, Jeff Clavier
Sequoia Capital,
Blackstone, Apollo,
VantagePoint, Highland
Kuramo, Synergy,
CardinalStone etc

Myth - venture capitalists invest in good people and good ideas.
Reality - they invest in good industries.

Private Equity
How Private Equity Works

What is Private Equity?
Private equity is an alternative investment class and
consists of capital that is not listed on a public exchange.
Private equity is composed of funds and investors that
directly invest in private companies.
Funds from PE are large deals and the range can be
enormous depending on the types of business. Private
equity firms raise funds from institutions and wealthy
individuals and then invest that money in buying and
selling businesses. After raising a specified amount, a fund
will close to new investors; each fund is liquidated, selling
all its businesses, within a preset time frame, usually no
more than ten years.

Venture Capital
What is Venture Capital?
Venture Capital is money, technical, or managerial expertise
provided by investors to startup firms with long-term growth
potential. Venture capital funds invest in early-stage
companies and help get them off the ground through funding
and guidance, aiming to exit at a profit.
Venture money is not long-term money. The idea is to invest
in a company’s balance sheet and infrastructure until it
reaches a sufficient size and credibility so that it can be sold
to a corporation or so that the institutional public-equity
markets can step in and provide liquidity. In essence, the
venture capitalist buys a stake in an entrepreneur’s idea,
nurtures it for a short period of time, and then exits with the
help of an investment banker.
Source:
https://hbr.org/1998/11/how-venture-capital-works

Funding in Private Equity & Venture Capital
This diagram shows the structure of private
equity partnerships when the funds are
raised and invested.
The ultimate investors are the asset-rich
LPs on the left.
The PE funds like Carlyle or TPG (or in the
case of venture capital, Accel Partners)
serve as intermediaries in the middle (GPs).
The PE funds make the decision to invest in
the funds that they have raised from the
issuers, who are public and private
companies.

Short Term or Long Term

One complaint that is often made about PE/VC is that they are forced by fund owners – including perhaps activists, to focus on
short-term goals such as hitting earnings targets, cutting capital expenditures and cutting R&D, that could create long-term
shareholder value. Consider the difference between value of, say, buying a company to own for two years before you sell it
(Short-term strategy) and buying a company to own for 10 years before you sell it (Long-term strategy). In an efficient market,
the price of the firm at t=2 will already reflect the present value of all free cash flows after t=2. Whether one buys now and sells
in two years or buys and sells in ten years will be equivalent.

Value In Share Price

Consider Firm T, which is the potential target of a private equity buyout or activist campaign. Let V(T) represent the value of Firm T under statusquo management, and V(T*) represent the value of Firm T under the management that would maximize value. The value of control, where the
manager in control would optimally run the firm relative to status-quo, in its simplest sense is then the difference between these two quantities:
V(T*) - V(T). If you think about the stock market for poorly managed firms, shareholders may have some hope that the management might be
changed and the potential value unlocked. This hope is reflected in a probability p that a firm whose fundamental value is today only V(T) will be
at some future point trade at a share price that reflects the optimized value V(T(*).

Value Creation

As a way to discipline the managers and reduce the free cash flow problem, many investors demand high dividend payouts, share repurchases, or
taking on various forms of debt to benefit from debt tax shields. The past few years of heightened activist activity have also had a notable impact on
CEO turnover, according to some academic studies, with CEO turnover at companies targeted by activists averaging 23% since 2013 relative to 12%
for non-targets over the same period. Besides capital structure, payout and managerial changes, there is a slew of other actions pursued by investors
as shown in the figure above.

Sources of Value Creation

This shows the common ways in which value may be created in a firm through actions facilitated by investors. Operational engineering includes
changes to operations of the firm such as divesting, refocusing, cutting capex and more efficient working capital management. Financial
engineering refers to changes in the debt equity mix as well as payout decisions of the firm. Governance engineering refers to changes that might
align various consistent who might otherwise have conflicts. This includes elements such as incentive plans, ownership stakes and management
team. Each of these sources can be mapped to appropriate changes in FCF and discount rates, thereby impacting firm value.

Conclusion
There’s an old saying:
‘When you want advice, ask for money; when you want money, ask for advice.
“No matter where you're from, your dreams are valid.”
– Lupita Nyong'o
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